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Reclaim Your Heart

2015-08

reclaim your heart is not just a self help book it is a manual about the journey of the heart in and out of the ocean
of this life it is a book about how to keep your heart from sinking to the depths of that ocean and what to do
when it does it is a book about redemption about hope about renewal every heart can heal and each moment is
created to bring us closer to that transformative return reclaim your heart is about finding that moment when
everything stops and suddenly looks different it is about finding your own awakening and then returning to the
better truer and freer version of yourself many of us live our lives entrapped by the same repeated patterns of
heartbreak and disappointment many of us have no idea why this happens reclaim your heart is about freeing the
heart from this slavery it is about the journey in an out of life s most deceptive traps this book was written to
awaken the heart and provide a new perspective on love loss happiness and pain providing a manual of sorts reclaim
your heart will teach readers how to live in this life without allowing life to own you it is a manual of how to
protect your most prized possession the heart

Reclaim Your Heart

2014-12-01

bestseller di amazon com untuk kategori buku islam bertengger di top 100 sejak 2012 bintang lima dari para
pembaca reclaim your heart bukan sekadar buku self help ini buku panduan perjalanan hati mengarungi lautan
kehidupan tentang apa yang harus anda lakukan ketika terjebak dalam badai kehidupan tentang menjaga hati anda
agar tak tenggelam dalam samudra dunia ini buku tentang harapan tentang penguatan tentang pembaruan diri setiap
hati dapat menyembuhkan dan setiap momen diciptakan untuk membawa kita lebih dekat kepada perubahan reclaim your
heart adalah tentang menemukan momen tersebut ketika semuanya berhenti dan tiba tiba terlihat berbeda ini adalah
tentang menemukan kebangkitan anda sendiri untuk menjadi lebih baik lebih benar dan lebih bebas dalam versi anda sendiri
banyak dari kita terjebak oleh kekecewaan yang berulang kita tidak tahu mengapa hal itu terjadi reclaim your heart
adalah tentang membebaskan hati dari perbudakan itu tentang melepaskan diri dari jebakan jebakan kehidupan reclaim
your heart memberikan perspektif baru tentang cinta kehilangan kebahagiaan dan rasa sakit buku ini mengajarkan anda
bagaimana menjalani kehidupan tanpa anda harus menjadi budak kehidupan ini adalah panduan untuk melindungi harta
paling bernilai hati diterbitkan oleh penerbit serambi ilmu semesta serambi group

Summary of Yasmin Mogahed's Reclaim Your Heart

2022-05-27T22:59:00Z

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 we all love gifts we love the
blessings that beautify our lives but what happens when a gift becomes more than just a gift when a want becomes
a need a favor becomes a dependency and a gift is no longer only a gift 2 the tragedy of our choice is that we chain
our necks with attachments and then ask why we choke we put aside our real air and then wonder why we can t
breathe we give up our only food and then complain when we re dying of starvation 3 the true purpose of the gift is
to bring us to god we will suffer the moment we turn our wants into needs and our one true need into a commodity
we think we can do without 4 the foundation of islam is tawheed or oneness but tawheed is not just about saying
that god is one it is about the oneness of purpose of fear of worship and of ultimate love for god it is about the
oneness of vision and focus

Reclaiming Your Heart

2013-02-18

have you ever wondered where the abundant life scripture promises is and how you seem to have missed it do you
ever catch yourself saying those were the best years of my life a failed relationship a health crisis a job loss the
death of a loved one all can cause us to hide out go numb give up before we even know it we re simply coping with



life instead of living it to the fullest it happens to most of us at one point or another for author and bible study
teacher denise hildreth jones it happened in the wake of her devastating divorce but she fought desperately to
reclaim her god designed heart and now in her transparent authentic style denise challenges you to do the same
sharing stories from her own journey and others she s walked alongside denise will help you identify ways you ve
given your heart to lesser gods like performance people pleasing and control and how to find your way back to
god s design for your life to laughing loving and living life to the fullest

Reclaim Your Heart (Edisi Diperkaya)

2023-08-22

dunia itu seperti samudra dan hati kita adalah kapal kalau kita biarkan air laut masuk kapal kita akan karam
demikianlah yang terjadi kalau kita bebaskan dunia merasuki hati kita reclaim your heart membawa kita menempuh
berbagai perjalanan perjalanan hidup pribadi penulisnya perjalanan nabi muhammad saw dan perjalanan al qur an yang
kesemuanya dapat kita refleksikan ke dalam perjalanan hidup kita sendiri ia menyoroti saat saat naik turunnya iman
saat saat kita tertimpa nestapa dan mengalami kekecewaan juga tentang keterikatan kita pada dunia melalui buku ini
yasmin mogahed mencoba menyentuh berbagai aspek kehidupan dengan terus mengingatkan akan tujuan dan makna sejati
hidup tak kalah penting dia juga menyinggung tentang duka dan kepedihan hidup yang merupakan pelajaran dan tanda
dari allah untuk kita bukan itu saja yasmin mogahed juga menunjukkan bahwa terdapat kasih sayang allah di balik
semua kepedihan itu dan mengajak kita melihatnya melalui kacamata kesyukuran dengan bab bab yang singkat reclaim
your heart memberi keleluasaan pembacanya melakukan refleksi mendapatkan persepsi baru tentang hidup duka cinta
bahagia persepsi baru yang akan menghindarkan kita dari tenggelam ke dalam jebakan pesona dunia
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Reclaim Your Soul

2014-01-23

heal trauma how to feel it unlock patterns and release it is a powerful companion for anyone wanting to work
through past trauma trauma when activated can produce a wide range of symptoms including increased anxiety and
depression body pain loss of memory and concentration difficulties sleeping flashbacks nightmares the desire to
isolate socially and a wide range of intense feelings to name a few it can also trigger a wide range of behaviours
that are often bewildering to comprehend and to allay heal trauma will serve as a guiding light in these dark times
helping readers to understand the intense feelings they experience and help them process and release emotion that has
been triggered the book will also help illuminate patterns of behaviour for instance procrastination perfectionism
and obsessive rituals and link the pattern to past trauma the vignettes on patterns will also guide the reader into
taking action to undermine the pattern and find alternative ways to respond the section on releasing trauma
engages the reader through a process of creating a visual drawing that reflects their present experience of trauma
activation and will help guide a process to release traumatic memory and associated embodied emotion this book is



intended to be medicine in the moment and a trusted resource throughout ones life it is a book to pick up repeatedly
when another layer of trauma surfaces and the desire to heal is strong
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Reclaim Your Heart Power

2023-09-12

are you ready to embark on a journey of self discovery and healing to awaken your own heart and power within
join the author as she walks you through her powerful transformation from being a people pleaser hungering for
external approval to a woman who healed her heart stepping into her personal power to create a beautiful life she
will walk you through her metamorphosis each step of the way so that you can apply these life changing principles
in your own life at the end of each section you will find impactful reflection questions and actions that will act
as a roadmap in your healing and empowerment journey discover how this woman reclaimed and healed her heart
after narcissistic abuse found the blessing from all the pain that she endured and changed her entire trajectory to
step into her life purpose this book is your roadmap to your own life of healing fulfillment and self empowerment in
the aftermath of narcissistic abuse

Reclaim Your Sexuality

2009-07

sexuality is integral to who you are and when someone damages that it damages your energy field in this book we
will work at strengthening and healing your energy field so that you become comfortable with how you choose to
express your sexuality we will show you how to dismantle the energies of non acceptance for who you are
because of who you choose to love or your confusion about the gender you feel internally versus what you
display externally we will also discuss how your sexuality influences every part of your life how you sit how
you stand and what you see when you look out your window the key is to accept how you are and how others
are lack of acceptance brings great shame especially when you re first discovering yourself as a sexual being no
parts of your body are shameful that shame has been projected on to you by others in this book we will work
specifically with areas related to gender identification sexual attraction sexual trauma and confusion related to
sexuality foisted on you by others
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Ignite Your Heart, Re-Fire Your Life, and Reclaim Your Lost Ground.

2014-02-07

this book ignite your heart re fire your life and reclaim your lost ground shows the significant part in decision



making as the matter of the heart a decision is measured by doing wrong and by doing right decisions are made for a
lifetime and moment by moment a decision can quench or ignites a fresh fire of life the book ignite your heart re fire
your life and reclaim your lost ground shows how adam quenched the spirit from then the man needs to be re ignited
afresh adam was the first believer to quench the holy spirit and open door to the spirit of death this book ignite
your heart re fire your life and reclaim your lost ground guides believers how to stop to stop quenching the spirit
how can a person fan the flame of god rather than quench him how can a person re ignite his life the answers are in
this book as you read on it is a global question now because billions have missed their divine placements through
wrong decisions which quenched the fires of their lives they are confused about what to do this book clears that
confusion i was also a victim of this mishap and part of the reason for this book is to alert many to start early
to inquire for divine re arrangement re direction and re ignition how safe are we in a world staggering with an
overweight of wrong decisions a new heart is a matter of urgency to mitigate this anomaly life in the dark is very
easy in this evil age dark age billions of wrong decision create gross darkness billions of fire quenched you must
exclude yourself by reading this book and take some advices this book ignite your heart re fire your life and reclaim
your lost ground also addresses vital issues such as how many hearts do we have what are the origins and
functions of these hearts what went wrong and how do we download god s rescue plan whether you are a young
or old this book will help you to understand that the heart of the matter you are facing in decision making is the
matter of the heart that must be re ignited

The Heart of a Woman Reclaim, Release and Renew

2022-04-30

are you a single woman who is tired of the roller coaster ride of relationship problems this book captures the
essence of a woman s heart after a painful break up readers are led on a journey from pain to purpose no more
dating drama and no more emotional sacrifices author shaneka l mcclarty is a licensed therapist and a relationship
expert she provides insightful steps to help women unpack their emotional baggage reclaim the strength that s
needed to walk away and re position their hearts for authentic love with a real man get ready to open up your
heart to reclaim your power release the pain and renew your mind to get the man that you want

Reclaim your Dark Goddess

2015-12-29

the healthy coconut is a simple guide to incorporating the amazing benefits of coconut into your daily lifestyle
the healthy coconut features more than 100 whole food plant based and gluten free recipes bursting with
coconut goodness and superfood nutrition this book will show you how to use coconut both internally and
externally to receive maximum health and beauty benefits and toxin free living just one scoop of virgin coconut oil
delivers a wide range of healing properties produced in it s most natural state coconut oil will benefit you your
children and your pets whether you have chronic fatigue weight problems digestive or skin issues or just want to
give your body a good cleanse and boost your energy this book is your one stop coconut bible more than 100
whole food plant based and gluten free recipes bursting with coconut goodness and superfood nutrition
australian author well known within the health industry expert in the field on coconut products and their benefits
unique book on the holistic superfood uses of coconuts extending past the well known benefits of coconut oil
through to recipes body care and beauty

Reclaim Your Brain

2018-04-01

a prescriptive guide to restoring cognitive calm based on amen clinics chief psychiatrist dr joseph annibali s three
decades of treating patients who suffer from overloaded overstimulated brains dr joseph annibali has treated
thousands of people with overloaded overstimulated brains some people describe their brain as being in chaos others
feel that their brain is on fire but whether they are ultimately diagnosed with anxiety disabling ocd depression
bipolar disorder or even substance abuse the underlying problem is a too busy brain a great irritant that interferes



with attention concentration focus mood and often much more it may even be a sign of undetected damage to either
the brain or the body itself but through practical strategies understandable explanations and prescriptive mind
management techniques dr annibali will help readers finally reclaim their brains and get back in control of their
lives

Queen Up! Reclaim Your Crown When Life Knocks You Down

2022-04-25

each of the four tarot queens in this empowering year long system represent an archetypal part of our
personalities as well as our experience of being human detailed explanations of each archetype and workbook style
exercises and practical tips are provided for aligning with and balancing the energies of each queen we derive
inspiration from the queen of wands passion comes from the queen of swords love from the queen of cups abundance
from the queen of pentacles the queen up system blends various metaphysical teachings and psychological
concepts to empower women to navigate life s most challenging situations in part one the basic tenets of the
system are reviewed part two introduces us to the four tarot queens that embody the essential qualities for
creating wholeness and readers will be taught how to access their energies as well as look at common obstacles
and part three provides a year s supply of weekly exercises to help readers develop intuition and manifestation the
queens serve as a symbol of the potential of every woman angela kaufman helps readers unlock this potential to
harness and express their dream lives

Reclaim Your Marriage

2022-09-14

when your husband struggles with pornography your world is shattered where can you go with your grief
insecurities fear and even anger jenny solomon comes alongside hurting wives and gently encourages them to bring
their pain to god who is able to reclaim their marriage
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Reclaim Your Life from IBS

2020-08-28

reclaim your life from ibs teaches a number of skills that can directly reduce the impact of gastrointestinal
symptoms in a person s life the book explores the differential diagnosis of irritable bowel syndrome ibs and the
current scientific models of what causes ibs it teaches the reader the cognitive model of stress management using
cognitive behavioral therapy and helps readers learn to identify their negative beliefs and reframe them more
accurately it also guides readers to reduce avoidance and helps them understand how to use dietary modifications
and medications wisely rather than reactively in this second edition numerous case examples throughout illustrate
the application of these core cbt skills to ibs related thoughts and experiences and new material is included on
exercise diet and medications this book is a proven self help book for people with ibs as well as being useful as a
treatment manual for clinicians who work with patients with ibs

The Alkaline Diet Made Easy: Reclaim Your Health, Lose Weight & Heal



Naturally

2013

the keys to extraordinary health youthful looks abundant energy are you committed to a healthy mind body and
soul the alkaline diet is fabulous for body mind and spirit with it you will be amazed at how easy it is to achieve a
fit body have more energy and great health two time nobel prize winner dr linus pauling was the first to show that
when we maintain a proper alkaline balance it increases oxygen in the body cancer cells and viruses are unable to
grow in an oxygen rich alkaline environments not only that but eating nutritious food keeps your body s chemistry
in balance and feeling great when something is not right with our internal health the effects can manifest through
symptoms like chronic illness and fatigue maybe you have researched so many approaches to healing and nutrition
problem is most diets are unrealistic in the long term except the alkaline diet the alkaline diet is all about
rebalancing and giving your body what it needs turn bad health and energy sapping habits into healthy ones give it a
try it s easy to do and you will feel amazing from it in this book i ve made it simple and accessible for everyone
discover how to lose weight keep it off for good easily identify dangerous foods swap them for safe ones improve
exercise performance recovery healthy habits how to cure acid reflux reverse disease and protect the earth s
ecosystem achieve healthy vibrant skin hair recipes for quick easy super healthy delicious meals experience all day
energy a great night s sleep and much much more so if you want to achieve extraordinary health click add to cart

Reclaiming Your Heart

2012-08-12

the author recounts the experiences of her difficult divorce and subsequent remarriage and presents advice for
cooping with life s challenges through creating a personal relationship with god

Reclaim your faith in God

2023-03-23

reclaim your faith in god is a devotional workbook that rebuilds the self esteem in women who are in distress
struggling to keep their faith in god it is filled with devotions scriptures heart questions and worship

Reclaim Your Mental Health

2012-02-07

the pandemic hit the world by storm and while several million were caught in the crossfire of the deadly
coronavirus the tragic death of a loving grandmother is what shook divina s world after her grandmother s
passing divina struggled to battle anxiety and depression it didn t help that the world around her was in utter
chaos everywhere she looked she could see mounting numbers of the infected and new variants of the disease giving
rise to new fears and affecting her mental health she could only self heal and come out on the other side through
trial and error through the help of her book divina now seeks to guide others like her reclaim your mental health
learning the art of destressing and self care in a post pandemic world by divina khan is the ultimate self help guide
directing readers through the difficulties of facing and gradually overcoming these issues by informing them of the
what how when and why what s more it provides ways of battling and overpowering these effects through self
help

Receive Your Healing and Reclaim Your Health

2024-05-14

div divdivpartner with the holy spirit for your health and healing divdiv divdivwe are in a health crisis



breakthroughs are needed if we are to experience the divine health and healing that god wants for us breakthroughs
that can only come when we partner with the holy spirit divdiv divdivin receive your healing and reclaim your
health cal pierce gives you the keys to experiencing the divine health you were designed for god has the power to
eradicate sickness through prayer and when you give the holy spirit control of your health he becomes a partner
guiding you in truth regarding nutrition exercise and every aspect of a healthy life div divdiv div div

Reclaim Your Nervous System

2009-07-12

the concepts in this book bring the worlds of coaching and trauma healing together we can acknowledge the past
honor all our parts and grow our capacity to perform better and optimize our lives in this book mastin kipp the
pioneering force in the field of trauma informed coaching presents a transformative guide to overcoming trauma and
embracing positive change with an unmatched track record of over 20 000 clinical hours guiding clients mastin
stands as a leading authority in the integration of polyvagal theory within the coaching field having taught its
principles longer than anyone else in the coaching field mastin with his unique approach and vast experience dives
deep into how our nervous systems hold the key to not just healing from trauma but also to designing a life filled
with unlimited potential in reclaim your nervous system mastin kipp skillfully unravels and demystifies the
profound experiences associated with trauma providing survivors with optimism and empowerment through a
relatable narrative kipp seamlessly blends practical therapeutic techniques with the wisdom acquired through his
own journey and his interactions with clients the result is a practical framework that effectively separates the
embodied experience of trauma from specific events and diagnostic labels fostering positive outcomes for those on
the path to healing dr stephen w porges ph d creator of the polyvagal theory mastin kipp has pioneered a science
backed and holistic road map to help you heal and create positive change no matter what you ve been through mel
robbins new york times best selling author of the 5 second rule and the high 5 habit

Reclaim Your Youth: Growing Younger After 40

2010-03-26

beginning at age 30 men and women lose 7 of their lean muscle mass which is literally the fiber of our being every
decade there after by the age of 50 that amounts to 15 the only solution is challenging ongoing physical
activity specifically strength training to rebuild lost bone and muscle and regain the physical form of youth the
gold standard for reclaiming youth is to literally build or rebuild your body muscle and bone through strength
training reclaim your youth growing younger after 40 educates the reader on how to perform exercises that
rebuild muscle and bone for maximum results in half the time

Reclaim Your Family From Addiction

2020-01-21

added stress and anxiety caused by the coronavirus pandemic can further strain families already navigating a
loved one s addiction recovery and healing family ties is possible if you seek these things together with histories
personal stories and the latest research this book helps readers chart their way out of addiction and back to the
fullness of family by using principles that restore the we of lasting loving relationships what happens to the we
of a family when one member opts for the blind and single minded me of addiction in an instructive reassuring way
craig nakken explains just how families and couples who have spent years building a life together can lose their
cohesive identity and meaning in the wake of addiction the perfect starting point in the healing process this book
reclaim your family from addiction also reminds us that recovery is possible for individuals couples and whole
families if only we know what to do with histories personal stories and the latest research the book helps readers
chart their own way out of the hell of addiction and back to the fullness of family by using principles that
restore the we of lasting loving relationships craig nakken m s w author of the addictive personality and men s
issues in recovery lectures trains and specializes as a family therapist in the treatment of addiction he lives in
minneapolis minnesota



Reclaim Your Power: Eliminate Anxiety and Prevent Anxiety Attacks

2007-08-10

a person who has neither experienced anxiety related symptoms nor been diagnosed with a stressed related mental
disorder likely will tell you that stress is an everyday part of life and that it doesn t have to consume you while
that is true it doesn t help to address the issue at hand anxiety and stress can and will continue to cause mental
anguish if not properly confronted such a person does not know that anxiety and stress does overinfluence how
those of us who live with it experience life this is due to its negative impact on our thinking everything from stepping
out of our front door to walking into a grocery store could potentially trigger feelings of excessive stress and
anxiety this book was written by a someone who has been diagnosed with and overcome generalized anxiety and
stress related disorders i have put this book together to give you practical simple strategies for managing your
stress and overcoming anxiety if you are struggling with excessive worry restlessness feeling keyed up on edge
easily fatigued having difficulty concentrating and or having muscle tension and sleep disturbances do yourself a
favor and apply the strategies discussed in this book this could completely change how you live your life for the
better if you truly want to be at peace and to live without anxiety then this book is for you the purpose of this
book is clear you ll learn how to recognize and avoid anxiety you ll get step by step strategies on how to
navigate anxiety provoking situations we ll explore counterproductive behaviors that increase anxiety related
symptoms we will explore various traditional and nontraditional strategies for releasing anxiety and stress you
ll learn to alter learned behaviors and reduce negative thinking to reduce anxiety are you ready to kick anxiety to
curb embrace a new and serene version of yourself the time is now click the buy now button at the top of this page
and take control of your mind

Reclaim Your Relationship

2012-04-24

an interactive workbook to help couples reconnect the simple phrase i love you is terribly important to people so
what keeps so many of us from saying it in reclaim your relationship ron and pat potter efron marriage therapists
who have been married for 37 years combine their real life and clinical experience in this practical and accessible
workbook designed to help individuals improve connections in their relationships with those they love presenting
engaging hands on exercises the authors help readers learn to say i love you to their partners with ease and genuine
meaning show their partner love through consistent acts of caring and take in their partner s loving words and
deeds without always demanding more ron potter efron msw phd and pat potter efron ms eau claire ws are
psychotherapists in private practice they are the authors of letting go of anger 1 572 24001 6 and letting go of
shame 0 894 86635 4

Beat Depression and Reclaim Your Life

2022-09-17

millions of people suffer from depression in silence afraid to admit to their family close friends or gp that they feel
beaten and cannot find a way out alexandra massey has been through the hell of depression and come through the
side her bestselling book offers a practical jargon free and realistic lifeline to help sufferers overcome the worst
aspects of the condition without the use of medication beat depression offers hope and empowerment with 5
suggestions of what you can do when you are too depressed to move 5 suggestions for when your head is just
above the water a 14 day workplan that offers a step by step recovery you take at your own pace plus ridding
yourself of negativity and aiding recovery advice on dealing with your children when you are depressed dealing
with feelings of deep seated anger and grief confronting depression head on without medication now with a chapter
by majorie wallace chief executive of sane the uk s leading mental health charity on the wider issues of depression in
society and sane s counselling and support services massey s sensitive yet workable solutions could be beneficial
to anyone living with depression



Reclaim Your Self

2018-04-16

overwhelmed overworked and burned out as a working mom jessica lamarre knew those feelings all too well to the
outside world she had it all but inside she was feeling empty until she found the key to unlock what was missing
from her life reclaim your self draws upon lamarre s personal experiences to give you everything you need to embark
upon your own journey of self discovery this book contains proven techniques to build your self esteem and
release limiting beliefs thought provoking prompts to dig deep into what s been holding you back so you can enjoy
the life you want inspirational activities to support you to step into your power and embrace the incredible
person you were born to be a three step rediscovery process so you can overcome guilt self criticism stress and
intrusive thoughts and start feeling like yourself again if you ve been questioning who you are and what you want
out of life reclaim your self will help you find the answers you need

Reclaim Your Power

2014-06-04

reclaim your power the 6 secret steps to power up your inner game is for anyone who wants to infuse their life
with raw wild unbridled yet ethical personal power most people are afraid of their power they fear what they ll
become if they assert themselves and act with confidence yet the world needs more good hearted ethical people with
power reclaim your power was written to help people like you tap into their inner power reclaim your power shows
you how to create a clean space an optimal mental environment that releases your power and fills you up with
confidence this book contains within its pages the six power secrets that are continually missed by even the
smartest people it is a practical book that produces practical results tested results it is not often that a
complex topic gets explained in simple terms particularly in the field of achievement and transformation too much
of what is written is obscure and difficult to apply let alone understand
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Good Vibrations

2008-04

in this indispensable guide judy hall shows you how to harness the power of your mind and intention together with
crystals and flower essences to enhance your energies and your environment nothing in the book takes more than
twenty minutes of your time and the benefits are incalculable with simple exercises visualisations rituals quick
fixes crystal grids and layouts you will soon learn to contain and cleanse your energy field and enjoy life
surrounded by good vibrations

Reclaim Your Right To Grow Old

2015-05-16

thank heaven youth and middle age are behind you now you can concentrate on yourself and celebrate indulge in and



be enthralled by the most significant experience you will have as a human being the process of growing old our
culture says the best way to deal with aging is to fight it look young act young feel young they tell you for as
long as you can but when it comes to crafting a blueprint for successful aging society seems to be lagging behind
modern science and way behind the philosophies of our ancestors leading edge gerontologists are now discovering
wisdom revealed centuries ago that old age may be the most important stage in the human life cycle to miss out on
it by chasing after your younger self means forgoing some of life s most meaningful moments in reclaim your right to
grow old kathleen o brien takes you on her journey into ancient philosophy ground breaking science and our culture
s misconceptions about aging her advice tell people your age expect young people to respect you be eccentric never
age gracefully kathleen reminds you that empowerment peace and self knowledge unfold effortlessly when you age
the way nature intended your later years are like no other you are meant to experience them so you can uncover
the reasons we grow old in the first place don t let this remarkable time pass you by old age only comes around
once
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Your Life After Trauma: Powerful Practices to Reclaim Your Identity

2019-03

restoring your sense of self after trauma in 1981 as a thirteen year old child i was given a routine antibiotic for
a routine infection and suffered anything but a routine reaction an undiscovered allergy to the medication turned
me into a full body burn victim almost overnight by the time i was released from the hospital i had lost 100 of my
epidermis even more importantly i had completely lost myself now a professional coach who specializes in helping
trauma victims rebuild their lives michele rosenthal struggled with the effects of medically induced post traumatic
stress disorder ptsd for over 25 years before reaching a full recovery today she is 100 free of symptoms of ptsd
in this book she applies her personal experience and professional wisdom to offer readers an invaluable roadmap to
overcoming their own trauma in particular the loss of sense of self that often accompanies it if you suffer from
the effects of trauma or ptsd whether it was caused by a single incident like a car accident or from chronic
childhood abuse domestic violence illness or war trauma you are well aware of how disconnected you feel from
the person you most deeply wish to be trauma interrupts even hijacks your identity to cope you may rely on
mechanisms to keep your emotions triggers and responses in check but these very habits can often prevent the true
restoration of safety stability and inner connection how can you rediscover your sense of self so that you honor
who you were before the trauma even if that trauma began at birth understand who you are at this very moment
and determine who you want to be going forward like a therapist in your back pocket your life after trauma guides
you in finding answers to these tough questions expertly written by a helping professional who keenly understands
the post trauma identity crisis that is so common among trauma and ptsd sufferers it is a simple practical hands on
recovery workbook filled with self assessment questionnaires exercises tips and tools not to mention insightful
personal and professional vignettes it takes readers through a step by step process of healing the identity crisis
from understanding some of the basic brain science behind trauma and why you feel the way you do to recognizing
who you were or had the potential to be before the trauma who you are today after the trauma and who you
want to become with this book by your side it is possible to regain a sense of calm confidence and control on your
road to recovery
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